Notes 4/14/08 Munich, Germany

The Dis co Ball

W

e a r e g l a d to welcome you back. Indeed it
was a test and a test it was. We see you when
you are experiencing that which you know.
We know that it is part of your journey and we wish to
congratulate you on walking the walk. Many of you ask
to move forward in your intention but when the actual test comes you sheepishly change your mind and tell
yourself that you really did not mean it. It is with love
that we wish to hug you and let you know that there is
never a judgment and if you change your mind you are
loved just the same. As you experience that which we call
a test it is all about one thing: choice. You appear to have
multiple choices but in fact you have only two: light or
dark. It is that simple but yet very complicated when you
are actually experiencing it.
How can that be, some may ask?
As you go through tests some of you cannot distinguish between the light and the dark as it all looks like
shades of grey.
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How do we know what it is that we are choosing, some
may wonder?
When it is your time to make a choice use your heart
and feel if your choice honors yourself. Does it honor
your fellow angel? Does it honor life? Is it coming from
love? If the answers are yes, you chose light. We wish to
impart to you that in every situation there is a choice that
is elevated and that is in harmony with universal laws.
You must “feel” the options you have and choose the most
elevated path presented to you. You are walking the walk
on a journey you call life and the road seems clear. All
goes as you planned it and you can see the end destination of your life and you are excited about the prospects
of walking in your groove as it all seems to be cut out for
you. It is as if you are gliding in the air and there are no
serious obstacles.
We wish to speak to those who get surprised when
all of a sudden an obstacle appears. This obstacle is not
too big and although you are surprised you continue and
yet another one appears and another one and soon you
encounter only obstacles and you find that all you are doing is putting out fires and trying to survive the day. Your
end destination is soon forgotten and you are fighting the
battle in the trenches from day to day. Does it sound familiar? We love you and we know who you are. You are
not who you think you are and your journey is not about
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what you think it is about. You came here for a mission
and the tests that are around you and present themselves
to you at a certain point on your journey are your initiation into the elevated course.
You may say how come? That cannot be. All I am experiencing is hardship and nothing spiritual.
We wish to ask you then, if you were only on the
course of gliding through your life then when would
you have time to land and find spirit? Many of you find
spirit only when you must land and face yourselves. It
is through limitation that you begin to realize your limitlessness and power. It is through lack that you realize
your abundance. It is through darkness that you must
realize your light. As we watch you from above, below
and around we wish to tell you that your learning always
has to do with discovering your inner resources and not
looking out. It is so happens that for many of you the
only time you begin to look inside is when the outside
has been constricted. You may call it obstacles or tests
but we call it your initiation. We wish to tell you that the
process of awakening for every master who ever walked
on earth had to do with a test that was followed by the
realization that the outside reality is not what it seems.
The realization was then followed by a yearning to discover the “truth” about the journey. The yearning was
followed by an intention and then by the search itself.
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This is your journey and what you encounter is delivered
to you with the highest intention to bring you to your
highest path. The spiritual path is where you begin to
discover the love connections that are woven through the
events of your life. This follows by you discovering your
own divinity and your power to create your reality. Next
you begin to experience peace as if you have no more obstacles. This is not because everything goes as planned
or is easy. It is because you redefined “obstacles” and you
now understand that all that crosses your path is there
by choice, it has divinity, appropriateness, and a purpose,
and it always has the word love in it.
We wish to talk to you about something that many
of you focus on and that you name “truth.” We see many
of you say to yourselves, “that does not sound truthful
but this does.” Many of you seekers have been advocates
of the truth throughout your many expressions and at
times you got in trouble for seeking the truth. In your
history on this planet, religious institutions, governments
and your society has brought much darkness by coercing
their constituents to accept their doctrine in the name of
truth. There are those of you who pushed the envelope
of what you call reality and redefined it in the name of
truth. Truth is something many of you are concerned
with as you follow the highest spiritual path. We wish to
tell you as we hug you that truth is like a disco ball. It is,
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metaphorically speaking, like a round object with mirrors
glued on to it. The disco ball has small mirrors which
reflect light or truth from all sides. As you shine the light
from one side it reflects to you one truth and as you shine
your light from the other side it reflects another truth,
both valid and appropriate.
How can that be, some may ask? How can it be the ultimate truth if it is not one truth?
We love you and we know of your duality. You again
walk on a linear path where in fact the “truth” always resides in the circle. You want to have one simple answer to
all that is around you. Many of you find consolation in
simplifying the reality around you and thus adhering to
the “one truth.” But, truth is continuously rewritten as you
learn more about yourself and about the world around
you. What is true today may be false tomorrow. We wish
to tell you that you are so dearly loved and what you call
truth from your perspective is not what we call truth. Each
mirror reflects the light or truth from the perspective that
the light is coming from. The disco ball is swiveling as
well which makes the truth change continuously. As you
walk on the path of your life and feel that the ground beneath you is solid and hard and then you trip and fall and
bruise your knee, your idea of truth is being reinforced.
If an angel came to you at that moment and told you that
the sidewalk is not more solid than water, and in fact it is
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made of atoms that are very separated, and that there is
more empty space than solid matter, and in actuality, you
are made of the same basic material as the sidewalk with
slight variations of atomic molecular structure and vibratory rate, you may not be too happy to hear it. As you
walk in your daily lives you have an idea of what is truth
and what is false. From where we sit, much of what you
believe to be truthful is false or an illusion created by you
for your learning. From where we sit, nothing of what
you know about yourself is our truth. You see yourself
as a human and we see you as an angelic light being made
out of vibrations which appear to us in a form of colors,
geometric shapes, a galaxy of stars, sparkles and melody.
You are beautiful and grand. You see yourself as a person
that is born and will die. We see you as an angel that was
never born and will never die. You see yourself as human
and in fact you are not human. Your humanness is a very
short lived costume that you put on for a while in order
to do the work of God. You are part of that energy and
your work and mission is to go into a body to do your
work and come back home. You have done it before earth
was formed and you will do it well after earth will be no
longer. This is how ancient you are. You are eternal.
So how do we know what is truth, some of you may
wonder?
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Truth is what appears in front of you and feels light
and untruth is what comes in front of you and feels heavy,
is our short answer. Truth is not universal as each truth
holds multiple dimensions. What is truth from one dimension is not truth from the other dimension
There is never one truth. Truth in your history, culture, politics, religion and daily life is always tainted by
the color of your limitations and perspectives. There is
never one truth. One person’s vocabulary, cultural contexts, ideas about life, and place in history determines
their ideas of events in their life. When you look at an
event from the experiencer’s viewpoint, you see one truth
but when you see it in the context of history it is another.
Truth is a disco ball and we ask you to understand that
the reflection of light on the disco floor is all but an illusion. Your truth, as you call it, is but a reflection of your
light and as you move along the truth moves with you.
This is confusing, some may say. Why are you telling us
about the truth if there is no such thing?
We wish you to begin to understand that in all your
relationships the one that stands beside you, may it be
your partner, friend, child or parent, shines the light from
a slightly different angle, therefore their truth will look
different to them than to you. We ask you to become
multidimensional as you seek the truth. We hug you as
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we impart to you that there may be two people that love
each other, and each one sees their truth and it is different from their partner’s yet both may be correct and both
truths may be appropriate. Can you get into the circle
while walking in duality in your linear reality?
When you feel love for someone and a close member of
your family feels hate towards that person, can you honor
them and accept that their lesson in relation to your loved
one is different than yours, yet it is still sacred. Can you
feel that despite the opposite positions you both hold toward that person, both of you may be expressing your
truths? Can you live with this kind of unity? We know
who you are and we know it is not easy but it is precisely
what we wish you to do. We ask you to utilize the same
in all your relationships. Your planet is changing and you
are moving through an acceleration of time and events to
a place of unity consciousness. It is the foundation that
will catapult peace on earth. To create that foundation
you must begin to see your world from its various dimensions. It is the sign of the new energy and it is the power
that you now possess. You can change your idea about
things thereby emitting the energy of unity to Gaia. Your
energy is the fuel that propels the engine of change. We
wish to impart to you that you are coming into time that
may stretch your idea of truth. Many of the so- called
truths that you have learned to hold dear will no longer
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hold water. We wish you to use a new method to decipher truth from falsehood. We wish you to redefine what
is called true and false.
You are an angel walking in duality and we wish you
to hold the idea that you are eternal and that you are the
creator of that which you experience. We also wish you
to hold the image that all that is around you is glued with
the adhesive we call love energy. We ask you to begin
with a foundation that does not attach to the details or
logic but is connected to feelings. Call upon your feminine intuitive side to filter information as it will serve you
well. What feels truthful to you is your truth and you do
not need to convince anyone else nor let anyone else convince you. What is truthful is what feels truthful inside
you. There is no other source you need to consult because
your truth is your truth. Your fellow angel’s truth may be
very different and we wish you to honor their truth and
not try to convince them.
How can we hold a society together where everyone has a
different idea of the truth, some may ask?
Your society is composed of individuals and when
each individual respects their own truth as well as their
fellow angel’s, you have brought upon you peace on earth.
It is the acknowledgement of the multifaceted, multidimensional attribute of truth which brings harmony into
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the idea of you learning about you while honoring as sacred the search of another. The “truth” of your spiritual
journey to discover your divinity and activate the mastery
that runs in your veins is sacred and honored. Each one
of you must follow their feelings and we wish to tell you
that like the snowflakes no two are the same. Honor your
path and hold sacred the path of your brother and sister.
You are all brothers and sisters and you are all angels and
eternal and, most of all, you are all loved. This is our
truth, and so be it.
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